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About Carbon Tracker
The Carbon Tracker Initiative (CTI) is a team of financial specialists making climate 
risk visible in today’s financial markets.
Our research to date on unburnable carbon and stranded assets has started a new 
debate on how to align the financial system with the energy transition to a low carbon 
future.

Disclaimer
CTI is a non-profit company set-up to produce new thinking on climate risk. The 
organisation is funded by a range of European and American foundations. CTI is 
not an investment adviser, and makes no representation regarding the advisability of 
investing in any particular company or investment fund or other vehicle. A decision 
to invest in any such investment fund or other entity should not be made in reliance 
on any of the statements set forth in this publication. While the organisations have 
obtained information believed to be reliable, they shall not be liable for any claims 
or losses of any nature in connection with information contained in this document, 
including but not limited to, lost profits or punitive or consequential damages.  The 
information used to compile this report has been collected from a number of sources 
in the public domain and from CTI licensors. Some of its content may be proprietary 
and belong to CTI or its licensors.
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Total

Key Points

1. Total has stated that 2013 should be its peak year in terms of capex, with falls from 20141, 
an approach which has been praised by equity analysts and rewarded with strong share price 
performance.

2.   This implies that Total will defer or cancel some of the projects which form its relatively large 
exposure to high cost developments, which may be regarded as sensible by investors.

3. Earlier this year Total announced that the Joslyn oil sands project would be delayed2 due to its 
high cost, a move which will save Total significant capex and seems to be logical given the project’s 
high capital intensity and high  break even requirements. 

4.  The Surmont oil sands project (operated by ConocoPhillips) is at a later stage than Joslyn, and 
Total is pressing ahead with phase 2 development which is scheduled for start-up in 2015. While the 
Surmont field is more favourable, it is still high cost, and investors should ask whether the company 
would now be off better cancelling the phase 2 development.

5. Investors may wish to look for signs that Total is willing to extend this discipline to other projects 
in its portfolio which seem to suffer from weak economics, most notably the deep water Julong East 
and Jagus East projects in Brunei and ultra-deep water Block CI-514 in Cote d’Ivoire. 

Introduction 
CTI has demonstrated in its research the mismatch between continuing growth in oil demand and 
reducing carbon emissions to limit global warming. Our most recent research with ETA to produce 
the carbon cost supply curve for oil indicates that there is significant potential production that could 
be considered both high cost and in excess of a carbon budget. We have focused our research on 
undeveloped projects that, allowing for a $15/bbl contingency, would need a $95/bbl market price 
or above to be sanctioned (i.e. a market price required for sanction of $95/bbl is equivalent to a 
project breakeven price of $80/bbl), as they are the marginal barrels that could be exposed to a lower 
demand and price scenario in the future.
This note examines Total’s potential future project portfolio looking at production and capex using 
Rystad Energy’s UCube Upstream database (as at May 2014). “Capex” and “production” in this 
note (amongst other terms) are thus based on Rystad’s analysis and expectations of the company’s 
potential projects. Total’s planned or realised capex and production may differ from these projections. 
Where possible we have sought to verify the status of the projects at the time of writing.

1 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/d3d1c5d2-4533-11e3-b98b-00144feabdc0.html#axzz39PgbZvdk
2 http://business.financialpost.com/2014/05/29/total-sa-suspends-11b-joslyn-oil-sands-mine-in-alberta-lays-off-up-
to-150-staff/?__lsa=ab52-b2e1
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Potential future oil production 

• Total’s potential future project portfolio (2014-2050 production) is of a higher-cost profile 
than most of its peers, with 44% requiring a market oil price above $75/bbl for sanction and 29% 
(6.5bn barrels) above $95/bbl. 
• In the nearer term, over the next decade, 20% of Total’s production will need oil prices over 
$95/bbl for a commercial return (10% internal rate of return). As we see in the following analysis, 
this is equivalent to $78 billion capital investment, representing a substantial risk from lower oil 
prices
• By the end of 2025, projects requiring a market price of $95/bbl or more will have risen to 
34% of the company’s potential future production. 

Capex  

• Turning to capital spend in the nearer term, on Rystad’s data, Total has potential capex of 
$192bn earmarked for oil projects during 2014-2025.
• Potential capex shows moderate increases through to the end of the decade, before peaking 
sharply in 2023 and falling off over the following years.
• $78bn (40%) of the potential capital budget is on projects requiring over $95/bbl. Again, this 
is high relative to competitors, and 20% of capex is on projects requiring over $115/bbl for sanction. 
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• Focusing on currently undeveloped future projects, of the $78bn of capex for projects 
requiring $95/bbl or higher, $52bn (67%) is on projects that are yet to be developed. 
• “Undeveloped” in this sense comprises fields where a discovery has been made (“discovery” 
in the chart below) and where no discovery has been made (“undiscovered”) 
• As high-cost, undeveloped projects, these could represent a hit list for investors demanding 
cost savings from the company, either to be cancelled or deferred. 

• Total’s capex on high-cost projects is heavily biased towards high technical risk deep water 
projects; 41% of capex for undeveloped projects requiring over $95/bbl is on ultra-deep water 
projects and 32% on deep water projects.
• Just 17% of potential capex is on conventional projects (onshore and continental shelf). 
• Oil sands (mining) and oil sands (in-situ) projects account for 5% and 4% respectively of the 
potential budget.
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Highest risk undeveloped projects

41% of the $51bn potential capex on higher-cost new development is attributable to the 10 largest 
discovery stage projects, which have individual capex requirements ranging from c.$1.3bn to 
c.$4.0bn. The market oil prices required for sanction of these projects are shown below.

Some of the projects the above table are not yet on Total’s list of likely developments and so may be 
deferred to avoid value destruction.

Questions Arising
  

1.   Total has already reduced its exposure to oil sands – will it exit further projects, eg Surmont?

2.  Total is becoming a deepwater specialist – does this expose it to cost inflation and technical risk 
concentration?

3.   Is Total comfortable with having such a high proportion of future project options requiring oil 
prices above $95/bbl?
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Rank Name Country Region Category
2014-2025 

capex*
% of total 2014-

2025 capex

% of total capex on 
undeveloped projects 

requiring $95/bbl

Required 
market 
price** Status***

($m) (%) (%) ($/bbl)
1 Joslyn, CA Canada Alberta, CA Oil sands (in-situ) 2,253 1% 4% 157 - 161 Deferred
2 Surmont Oil Sands project, CA Canada Alberta, CA Oil sands (in-situ) 1,777 1% 3% 156 Under development
3 Block CI-514, CI Cote d'Ivoire Atlantic Ocean, CI Ultra deepwater 2,312 1% 4% 127 Under study
4 Julong East, BN Brunei Brunei, BN Deep water 1,500 1% 3% 124 Under study
5 Jagus East, BN Brunei Brunei, BN Deep water 1,343 1% 3% 120 Under study
6 Aktote, KZ Kazakhstan Atyrau, KZ Conventional (land/shelf) 2,191 1% 4% 116 Not disclosed
7 Xerelete, BR Brazil Rio de Janeiro, BR Ultra deepwater 1,551 1% 3% 116 Under study
8 Tulipa, AO Angola Atlantic Ocean, AO Deep water 2,161 1% 4% 111 Not disclosed
9 Ivoire-1X, CI Cote d'Ivoire Atlantic Ocean, CI Ultra deepwater 2,022 1% 4% 109 Under study

10 MTPS, CG Congo Atlantic Ocean, CG Ultra deepwater 3,951 2% 8% 96 - 108 Not disclosed
- Total Top 10 Discoveries - - 21,061 11% 41% - -

- Other projects - - 30,643 16% 59% - -
- Total - - 51,704 27% 100% - -

* company share of capex requiring $95/bbl+ shown only
** market price required for sanction includes $15/bbl contingency on top of project breakeven price
*** as understood based on company disclosures
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For further information about Carbon Tracker
please visit our website
www.carbontracker.org


